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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) manufactures automobile engine components. UC wants to set up an ecommerce website to
deliver a seamless customer purchasing experience, both through self-service and field sales. UC also wants to
showcase its extensive product offerings, operate regional promotions and discounts, and managed routing and
contracting. UC is looking for guidance on a Salesforce multi-cloud solution to be implemented across phases. 

What should a Solution Architect recommend to meet UC\\'s business requirements? 

A. Phase 1: Sales Cloud - - Phase 2: Service Cloud -- Phase 3626 Commerce 

B. Phase 1: Sates Cloud -- Phase 2: B2B Commerce -- Phase 3: Salesforce Field Service 

C. Phase 1: Service Cloud -- Phase 2: CPQ -- Phase 3: 626 Commerce 

D. Phase 1: Sates Cloud - - Phase 2: CPQ -- Phase 3: 626 Commerce 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

AC Computers is hitting governor limits when trying to create orders and activate orders in Salesforce. Upon further
investigation, it\\'s discovered that AC Computers is trying to process hundreds of order products on a single order. The
Order object also has various automation processes to update fields and integrate with a third-party order management
system. 

What is one solution a Solution Architect should evaluate first to resolve this issue? 

A. Create a custom object to hold orders in queue for processing. 

B. Review to determine if moving automation to asynchronous Apex is required. 

C. Enable Advanced Order Management to process large orders. 

D. Install a third-party solution to process large orders. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) is about to start a massive digital transformation project across multiple service channels. UC
plans on using Service Cloud, Omni-Channel, chatbots, Knowledge, and Einstein AI throughout all the service
capabilities. Before discovery can start, the key stakeholder would like to see the automated chat capabilities in action.
They currently use a third-party Knowledge Base and are wondering what is the value of it over Salesforce Knowledge.
They believe it will be chatbots but they are unsure. 

What is one of the key benefits the Solution Architect should address within the context of the demo? 

A. Demo how the chatbot can provide a response to a customer\\'s request by bringing together content from
Knowledge articles. 
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B. Demo how the chatbot can anticipate the responses of the customer before they make it, and generate Knowledge
article responses based on what they have bought. 

C. Demo how the chatbot can utilize Knowledge within it to deflect customer issues before a case is created. 

D. Demo how a human being can have a real conversation with an Einstein Al-driven chatbot. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) is adding to its existing Salesforce implementation and currently uses Saks Cloud and
Service Cloud. UC is looking to add Salesforce Field Service and Experience Cloud to allow its third-party contractors
easier access to the data they need and to provide its customers a way to self-service. 

UC has expressed interest m allowing its customers to be able to self-schedule maintenance work on their Assets. UC
wants a solution to display scheduling options for the next month to its customers. 

What should a Solution Architect consider m a potential solution? 

A. Lightning Web Components Calendar Module 

B. Appointment-Assistant Self Service Scheduling 

C. Salesforce Scheduler 

D. Standard Salesforce Asset Calendar 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A Solution Architect is working with Northern Trail Outfitters\\' Sales and Services team. They are currently evaluating
how many environments they need to procure. As part of a preliminary review, it was identified that although the
different business units were happy working m separate environments, there is a requirement to know each other\\'s
transactions. 

Which two requirements would make the Solution Architect recommend a Single org over a multi-org strategy? Choose
2 answers 

A. Collaboration between lines of business 

B. Simple security architecture across lines of business 

C. Global case management across lines of business 

D. Access to shared lines of business data 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6
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Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) is running a multi-cloud Salesforce implementation with lots of process integration
between the clouds and other systems. During the project, NTO faces many challenges including a lack of agility and
business value alignment, as well as silo-thinking. After trying different approaches, NTO begins to use Agile and is
successful. The project manager now wonders what the recommended operating model would look like. 

What should be a Solution Architect\\'s first recommendation? 

A. NTO should set up an Operations team within IT to ensure proper management of the integrations going forward. 

B. NTO should set up a model of continuous backlog with teams aligned to the different clouds to drive efficiency and
team collaboration. 

C. NTO should set up a model of continuous backlog with teams aligned to the different products (capabilities) to
improve efficiency. 

D. NTO should establish a Scaled Agile Center of Excellence to continuously improve agility and time to market. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal Containers (UC) is currently utilizing Sales Cloud and Revenue Cloud for its direct Sales team. UC would like
to create an indirect Sales team with its vendors using Experience Cloud as the front end with the same kind of quoting
functionality the direct Sales team uses within Revenue Cloud. However, UC wants to ensure that data from the internal
direct Sales team is not visible to the external indirect Sales team in Experience Cloud. 

What is the first configuration a Solution Architect should consider when implementing Experience Cloud in this
scenario? 

A. Make internal organization-wide defaults Public Read Only to create external visibility. 

B. Enable External Sharing Model to create external organization-wide defaults. 

C. Start creating Sharing Sets for Experience Cloud users to access Sales Cloud. 

D. Add Indirect Sales Team to existing Direct Sales Team Role Hierarchy. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers (UC) acquired two companies. As part of its transformation and consolidation program, UC needs
to bring all of its disparate partner strategies together and see what can be combined across all of its indirect sales
channels. Each company currently has its own Salesforce environment utilizing Sales Cloud and Experience Cloud for
Partners. Each company also follows its own unique business processes for partners. However, UC has recently
developed a new vision and journey focused on a single indirect channel with a single Salesforce environment aligned
to its corporate strategy. 

Given UC\\'s new journey for engaging its indirect channel, what are the next two steps the Solution Architect should
recommend? 

Choose 2 answers 
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A. Completely unify all the channel strategies under the acquiring company\\'s brand and strategy. 

B. Tell the stakeholders to focus on having a single Partner Community across all channels with a singular branding. 

C. Create an adoption plan for the Direct Sales team to engage with the Indirect Sales team in a sell-with model within
the new Partner Communities. 

D. Identify the need for multiple Partner Communities by Indirect Sales Channel with branding and content specific to
each channel. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

A Solution Architect was asked by AC Computers to provide solution recommendations for a rebate enrollment and
management solution on Salesforce. The primary goal and requirement is to easily launch rebate programs for partners
that an administrator can implement and manage in Salesforce. AC Computers currently uses Sales Cloud, Salesforce
CPQ, and Experience Cloud to expose opportunity and quote information to partners. 

Based on the business requirements, which solution should the Solution Architect recommend? 

A. Implement a custom solution to track rebates, accruals, and actuals and expose the data in the Experience Cloud
site. 

B. Implement Salesforce Service Contracts with line items to track rebate accruals and expose the data in the
Experience Cloud site. 

C. Implement Salesforce Rebate Management Module and expose the data in the Experience Cloud site. 

D. Implement B2B Commerce on Lightning Experience to track rebates and expose the data in the Experience Cloud
site. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Recently. Universal Containers (UC) successfully launched a multi-cloud 62B implementation with Sales Cloud, Service
Cloud, Experience Cloud, and B2B Commerce. As the Sales and Service Cloud development was performed by
separate teams, UC created Process Builder automation for the Account object m separate Process Builder processes.
As customers 90 through the sales process within Sales Cloud, the data on their customer account record is updated.
As those same customers make purchases within B2B Commerce, the data on their customer account record is
updated as well. 

What are two reasons why a Solution Architect should recommend uniting these into a single Process Builder process? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Moving them into a single Process Builder process helps to reduce the number of queries and avoid hitting limits on
the Account object. 

B. Moving them into a single Process Builder process provides control over the order of the updates and actions
triggered on the Account object. 
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C. Moving them into a single Process Builder is the only way to ensure a naming convention is followed on the Account
object. 

D. Moving one of the Process Builders into a flow will remove all automation conflicts on the Account object. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

Universal Containers (UC) is about to undergo its first release of its digital transformation initiative across clouds like
Sales Cloud, B2B Commerce, Marketing Cloud Account Engagement, Experience Cloud, and MuleSoft. UC recently
developed its Center of Excellence (CoE) model and is working on how to make sure its developers and administrators
can go through a continuous release cycle. The product owner would like to make sure no work is overridden in
sandboxes or production. 

What is the first thing a Solution Architect should recommend within UC\\'s DevOps setup? 

A. Make sure the developers all have access to the CLI so that they can package and push their changes to the next
environment. 

B. Appoint a release manager who will keep track of all changes made and which changes have been deployed to the
QA, SIT, and UAT environments as part of the sprint. 

C. Appoint a release manager who will set up the required environments and automated deployments in tandem with a
source control based development process. 

D. Set up a source control based development process that\\'s understood and followed by administrators and
developers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

UC Foods, a global manufacturing organisation, builds and sells a variety of food processing equipment on its B2B
Commerce site. Customers often tailor their equipment by selecting from several product variants. Depending on the
options selected, an order will sometimes require manual intervention by a sales person to determine the price for the
customized piece of equipment. 

Once the machines have been purchased, each machine comes with a 1-year warranty, which entitles the customer to
quarterly visits to inspect and perform maintenance on the machines to keep them in proper working order. 

How can a Solution Architect use a multi-cloud solution to address the needs of the organization to efficiently support
the selling of equipment and planning of quarterly visits for the machines? 

A. Use a third-party plugin configurator to support the selection of the product options, then create a CPQ quote when
manual intervention is required. For the quarterly visits, use Field Service Maintenance Plans. 

B. Use the B2B Commerce aggregated product or dynamic kits to drive the selection of the product options, then create
a CPQ quote when manual intervention is required. For the quarterly visits, use Field Service Maintenance Plans. 

C. Use the B2B Commerce aggregated product or dynamic kits to drive the selection of the product options, then
automatically create a case when manual intervention is required. For the quarterly visits, use Service Contracts and
Entitlements. 
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D. Use the B28 Commerce aggregated product or dynamic kits to drive the selection of the product options, then create
a CPQ quote when manual intervention is required. For the quarterly visits, use Service Contracts and Entitlements. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers (UC) has implemented a new ecommerce site for its resellers. UC is leveraging a multi-cloud
architecture, B2B Commerce, for building the storefront and Service Cloud Web2Case for offering case management 

functionality to its resellers. UC notices that the case volume is extremely high and a number of resellers are raising
cases for trivial issues on the B2B Commerce site. 

Which two recommendations should a Solution Architect make to help resellers use the site more efficiently and lower
the case volume? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Offload the number of cases received via Web2Case by using Email2Case. 

B. Implement Case Deflection. 

C. Disable anonymous users on the site. 

D. Plan and conduct User Adoption Trainings for resellers on how to use the site. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 14

AW Computing (AWC) has just completed a multi-cloud implementation for Salesforce and is facing major user adoption
challenges. Users are complaining that the system is complicated and hard to navigate. 

What can the Center of Excellence (CoE) for Salesforce do to help increase user adoption? 

A. Place all training materials on the home page so users can find them easily. 

B. Record hour-long pieces of training for each job role so users can review on their own time. 

C. Break down training materials into quick reference guides for job-specific functions. 

D. Ensure each team has a Salesforce champion that can provide one-on-one training. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Universal Export has implemented multiple Salesforce products and has made it clear that it wants to maximize its
investment and avoid buying any new products. For the company\\'s next release, its business requirements seem to be
a close 
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fit for a product that Salesforce has. out it wants to develop a custom extension that replicates the functionality of that
Salesforce module. 

Which two actions should a Solution Architect take? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Begin requirements gathering for integrations and data migration 

B. Advise the customer to use the out-of-the-box approach to avoid unnecessary technical debt. 

C. Consult with the IT department to review the extension requirements. 

D. Evaluate the business benefit of the requested functionality to see if it justifies investment in the Salesforce product. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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